In neural machine translation (NMT), it has become standard to translate using subword units to allow for an open vocabulary and improve accuracy on infrequent words. Byte-pair encoding (BPE) and its variants are the predominant approach to generating these subwords, as they are unsupervised, resource-free, and empirically effective. However, the granularity of these subword units is a hyperparameter to be tuned for each language and task, using methods such as grid search. Tuning may be done inexhaustively or skipped entirely due to resource constraints, leading to sub-optimal performance. In this paper, we propose a method to automatically tune this parameter using only one training pass. We incrementally introduce new BPE vocabulary online based on the held-out validation loss, beginning with smaller, general subwords and adding larger, more specific units over the course of training. Our method matches the results found with grid search, optimizing segmentation granularity while significantly reducing overall training time. We also show benefits in training efficiency and performance improvements for rare words due to the way embeddings for larger units are incrementally constructed by combining those from smaller units.
Introduction
A key issue NMT systems face in training is vocabulary sparsity; many words are seen only a few times and in insufficient contexts for neural models to learn to handle them properly. This problem is compounded in morphologically rich languages like Czech, German, or Turkish, where a greater number of word forms appear very few times or not at all in the available training data. Translating into these languages is particularly challenging, both due to difficulties in accurately generating rare word forms and memory restrictions due to a higher number of parameters for the output vocabulary. As a result, it is typically necessary to limit target vocabulary size. To address this, a large body of past work has explored techniques to segment words into smaller units, including morphological analysis, character-based models, and subword models.
The current standard approach to handle large, sparse vocabularies is byte-pair encoding (BPE), which was first applied to NMT by Sennrich et al. (2016) . BPE is simple, unsupervised, does not require additional resources, and has been shown to improve performance. BPE iteratively merges pairs of frequent character sequences to create subword units. Translating with subwords allows less common or unseen word forms to be composed of multiple more common subwords, enabling models to translate to an open vocabulary. However, the granularity of the segmentation produced by BPE, determined by the number of merge operations, is a hyperparameter to be tuned for the language and corpus. To do so requires separate full training runs, which is time-and resource-intensive, taking GPU-days or weeks. Instead of performing this sweep, one setting is often held constant across many experiments and language pairs, or only few are compared, limiting the achievable BLEU score (Papineni et al. 2002) .
In this paper, we propose a method to tune segmentation granularity automatically as part of the training process. We do so by incrementally expanding the target vocabulary online to include longer, more specific subwords at intervals determined by loss on the held-out validation set. This allows us to optimize the number of BPE merges without requiring additional training runs to sweep this parameter. In order to ensure that vocabulary added online can be utilized effectively, we propose two methods to initialize new embeddings, and compare to random initialization as a control. To isolate the effects of language and data size, we compare two datasets of different sizes for two language pairs. We show that our method is able to match, in a single pass, the best performance achieved by a more expensive grid search over segmentation granularities. In addition, we show that our online training scheme improves training time and rare word prediction accuracy.
Byte-pair encoding
Segmentation into subwords is done as a pre-processing step for MT. For our segmentation strategy, we use byte-pair encoding (BPE: Gage 1994) . BPE is a data compression algorithm that iteratively replaces pairs of bytes that frequently occur adjacently with an unused byte. This has been adapted for unsupervised word segmentation by Sennrich et al. (2016) , where instead frequent pairs of adjacent characters and character sequences are replaced with a single longer sequence. Merges occur until a pre-specified number of merge operations, and then the resulting set of subwords is applied to the training corpus to create the final vocabulary for MT. An example of how different numbers of merges affect a sentence from our Czech data can be seen below in Fig. 1. ('@@' is used to mark boundaries within words. This ensures that although translation is conducted using subwords, we can recover valid word forms for the final output after translation). As shown in this example, BPE takes pairs of adjacent subwords and merges them into a single token. Merge operations build on each other: we see the subword produced in the merge on line 2 (Pohy@@) is used in the subsequent merge on line 3, producing Pohybují.
Using more merge operations reduces the number of subwords needed to represent each word, subsequently reducing the number of subwords the model must generate correctly in a row in order to correctly translate a word. However, it also reduces the number of times each vocabulary item is present in the training corpus. Depending on its frequency, this can impact the model's ability to learn to translate it correctly. The choice of the number of merge operations is a balance between these two forces (frequency and length).
BPE merge operations are determined by a given corpus' statistics. Which character sequences are merged depends on the frequency of character sequences in the training data used to produce the subword vocabulary. The optimal number of BPE merges and so the resulting vocabulary is therefore dependent on both language and dataset. The number of merge operations to be used is determined experimentally by running full MT experiments using different subword vocabularies and comparing the resulting BLEU scores. This can be very costly, particularly using larger datasets where a single MT experiment can take days. It is common to use a relatively high value like 50k in place of tuning, leading to reasonable but non-optimal performance. Our method tunes the merge operations parameter, and therefore the vocabulary size and granularity, to achieve optimal performance without requiring these additional experiments.
Incremental BPE
We propose a method to optimize the number of BPE operations during training. This enables optimization of this hyperparameter to maximize BLEU, without requiring additional resources or training time. To do so, we start training with a low number of BPE operations, and incrementally add vocabulary from additional BPE operations online. This method is simple but effective, making it easy to incorporate into a typical MT training pipeline. Conducting this procedure effectively is determined by a merging schedule and an initialization strategy for new embeddings. We will describe each of these in detail in turn. 
Merging schedule
For our experiments, we begin training with a small BPE subword inventory to be above character-level, but safely below the optimal segmentation level so that the vocabulary size will strictly increase to the optimal granularity. When training plateaus with the current vocabulary as determined by the loss on a held-out validation set either increasing or decreasing within a small threshold, we increase the size of the target vocabulary to the next interval. Larger BPE inventories contain the subwords of smaller inventories for a fixed dataset, so this is a strictly increasing change. The specifics of our merge procedure are described in Algorithm 1.
We start with 10k BPE operations, and when the validation loss increases or decreases within our threshold, we add additional vocabulary in increments of 10k additional subwords ( bpe_set ). We set the validation loss threshold ( loss_threshold ) to 0.05 because this is the range within which we observe loss begin to converge. We use a burn-in period ( burn_in_period ) after adding new vocabulary before allowing another increment to ensure the network has time to learn to use the new vocabulary effectively. We observe that three burn-in epochs allow the model to stabilize the length of generated sentences, and so use this number in all of our experiments. This incremental process is integrated into the overall model training; we continue training and potentially incrementing until a maximum patience of 10 epochs from the first loss increase is hit.
Initialization strategies
When new vocabulary is introduced online, certain modifications to the network are required. New entries must be added to the target embedding matrix, and correspondingly we extend the weight and bias tensors in the decoder output layer so the model is able to generate the new embeddings. Proper initialization is important to allow the network to generate the new words with minimal additional training. BPE operations take two adjacent subwords and merge them into one new subword. Motivated by this, when we initialize parameters (e.g. an embedding) for a new vocabulary item, we combine the trained parameters for its two component subwords. We compare two initialization strategies to random initialization (Rand) as a control to demonstrate that their effectiveness: a naive average (Avg), and using an autoencoder (AE).
Average initialization (Avg)
Our first strategy initializes the embeddings for each new vocabulary item by averaging the trained embeddings of their two component subwords, shown here in PyTorch:
Autoencoder initialization (AE)
Our second strategy uses an autoencoder to initialize new embeddings by compressing the trained embeddings of their component subwords to the size of a single embedding. To do so, we concatenate the two component embeddings and use this as the source and target for an autoencoder. We use three hidden layers with ReLU functions, and set the middle hidden layer to the dimension of an embedding. We use this compressed representation as the initialization for the new embedding (shown in Fig. 2 ). Whenever new vocabulary is added, we pause the sequence-tosequence model training, and continue the autoencoder training for 50 epochs. We optimize using cross-entropy loss. It has significantly fewer parameters; training takes less than 30s, making the additional training time to a full run insignificant.
Experiments
To evaluate our incremental BPE approach, we perform our primary experimentation on translation from English into two morphologically rich languages, Czech and German. We perform a grid search of the number of BPE operations (Sect. 4.3) and show that our method is able to optimize this parameter in a single training instance (Sect. 4.4), providing a linear reduction in time over sweeping BPE vocabulary sizes (Sect. 4.6). We compare two datasets of different sizes for both different language pairs; specifically, we use data from the IWSLT and WMT evaluation campaigns to be comparable to other work. We conduct additional experiments on Turkish and Chinese to evaluate the efficacy of our method on translation into non-Indo-European languages. These languages typically require segmentation but have different morphology, resulting in different optimal number of BPE operations from the languages in our primary experiments. We show that our method of incremental BPE introduction nonetheless matches the best performance from a sweep of BPE operations. These results are discussed in Sect. 4.5.
Data
We translate from English into two morphologically-rich languages, Czech and German. To isolate the effects of language and dataset size, we compare four conditions. For our initial experiments, we use the two smaller IWSLT'16 English-Czech and English-German datasets, with the tst2012 and tst2013 for validation (dev) and test. These have 105k and 185k sentences of training data, respectively. We then compare on a larger dataset, using 1M sentence subsets from the Stanford preprocessed WMT data for both language pairs. 1 For these experiments, we use new-stest2013 and newstest2014 for dev and test. For Turkish and Chinese, we use datasets available from WMT'17 for our experiments. 2 For Turkish, we use (Koehn et al. 2007 ). 3 For Chinese, either character-or word-based segmentation or a combination of both is typically used. We compare our incremental BPE method to both character and word-based segmentation, here using jieba. 4 All BLEU scores from IWSLT experiments are averages of three runs to account for optimizer instability on the smaller datasets. Using WMT data, all scores are from single experiments. All BLEU scores are generated using tokenized lowercased multi-bleu in Moses. We hold the English vocabulary constant across experiments when tuning target-side BPE to isolate the effects of changing target-side segmentation; for all segmentation experiments, the English side uses 50k BPE operations. Table 1 shows the vocabulary sizes for these datasets by number of BPE operations.
Model
For our MT model, we use a basic seq2seq attentional model (Bahdanau et al. 2014) implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al. 2017) . We use an encoder with a single bidirectional GRU hidden layer. For the decoder, we implemented a single-layer conditional GRU with MLP attention and the deep output layer of Sennrich et al. (2017) . The embedding layers are 500 dimensional, and all hidden layers are size 1024. We create batches of size 60 with source sentences of the same length and target sentences of as similar length as possible. We shuffle batch order every epoch. We decode with beam width 5, normalizing final sentence scores by the average sentence length ratio between source and target to force the generated length to be close to the expected length:
BPE sweep results: Czech and German
First, to emphasize the importance of BPE granularity on translation accuracy, we perform a sweep over various numbers of BPE merge operations. The results of the BPE sweep are shown in Table 2 .
We see that performance trends slightly vary according to both language and dataset size. On the larger WMT datasets, increasing vocabulary size has a positive impact on BLEU score, up to a point. System performance peaks at 40k and
then begins to decrease for both WMT English-Czech and English-German. There is a significant difference between different numbers of BPE operations for both language pairs when training with more data; selecting a non-optimal setting has a large impact, up to 0.6 BLEU. Comparing the two datasets for a single language pair, we see that the best setting for one condition is not necessarily the best for another. While both English-German datasets see their best results with 40k BPE, for Czech, the best setting for IWSLT'16 dev is 20k, while for WMT'15, 20k is 0.45 BLEU points worse than 40k. These results imply optimal performance on smaller datasets may occur with fewer BPE units. BPE also provides a clear improvement over words, which are non-tenable to run without limiting the vocabulary for datasets of this scale. BPE allows an open vocabulary, and so removes the need to replace words with unknown tokens. On the smaller IWSLT datasets, the correlation between BPE and performance is less stable. However, we identify several important trends. For Czech, the best BPE granularity on dev is lower than the best on the larger WMT data. We verify that the best result (20k) statistically significantly improves over the larger inventories (30k+) using bootstrap resampling, 5 p < 0.05 (Clark et al. 2011) . The best results are also significant improvements over words; while it is possible to use word-based vocabularies on smaller datasets, the representation is sparser. Segmentation allows each type to be seen more times, which is important with less training data. We see higher standard deviation on these smaller datasets, which makes this parameter more difficult to tune. On test, though the average over three runs is the same (13.60), the best 20k run is statistically different from the best 40k run and better by 0.17 BLEU. For IWSLT German, best vocabulary is the same as WMT. However, there is a significant drop in performance (0.62) on test between 40 and 50k. These results emphasize the importance and difficulty of tuning this parameter; here, using 50k, a common BPE setting, would have a large performance cost. As evidenced by these experiments, choosing the correct segmentation granularity can affect translation accuracy, and this parameter is hard to tune well because it can vary by language and dataset. Further, running these sweeps is costly, particularly when taking into account deviation between initializations on smaller datasets. In the following experiments, we examine the ability of our method to automatically tune this granularity without costly parameter sweeps.
Incremental BPE results: Czech and German
The results of our experiments using incremental BPE are shown in Table 3 . The BPE column shows the size of the BPE inventory used by the best model at the end of training. As shown in this table, our AE models match the BLEU of the best model from the BPE sweep, with the exception of WMT Czech, discussed below. The AE typically performs better than both Avg and Rand. Further, the AE initialization method converges faster than Avg and Rand, explored in the next section.
On WMT Czech, the incremental results approach but do not quite meet the best results from the sweep. For this dataset, the best sweep result occurs with 40k BPE units, while the best incremental results use only 20k or 30k. With this data, the best dev BLEU was reached as early as epoch 8, not allowing the incremental models sufficient time to add larger (30k+) BPE inventories before overtraining. It may be that a lower number of burn-in epochs or a higher dev loss threshold would allow models to add this vocabulary earlier. If these were added earlier in training, perhaps results would continue to improve.
The best incremental models typically use a smaller segmentation granularity than the best sweep results. However, each has the same final vocabulary as an experiment from the sweep; for all four datasets, we see that AE does the same or better than the sweep experiment with the same vocabulary. We verify using bootstrap resampling that the AE outputs also statistically significantly improve over the sweep results using the same vocabulary, p < 0.05 . This is inconsistently true for Avg and Rand, particularly on the smaller IWSLT datasets. Further, on German, the difference between Avg and Rand initialization shrinks. This indicates that the more naive Avg initialization strategy is not always more effective than random. We investigate the AE results further with respect to convergence and rare words in Sect. 5. We compare our incremental models across two language pairs and dataset sizes. We find that the BPE setting that is most optimal for one condition may not be the best for another; however, our best incremental models are able to yield these results without requiring additional experiments to tune this setting. Performing a sweep with a single training run per setting on even our smallest dataset took 30.8 GPUhours. By comparison, our incremental model required just a single training run, 8.2 h, providing significant time savings over the manual tuning process while matching the performance of any single best BPE inventory. Time comparisons for all our experiments can be found in Sect. 4.6. This method is simple and easy to implement, and enables us to get the most out of BPE segmentation without the overhead of tuning.
By incrementally introducing vocabulary, we not only tune a hyperparameter; our method also enables use of vocabulary from different BPE inventories which may not exist simultaneously in a static experiment. Further, by initializing new embeddings from previously updated component embeddings, we can impact translation performance in ways that BLEU cannot measure: namely, model convergence and rare word performance. We explore these further in Sect. 5 using our English-Czech model. 
Further experimentation: Chinese and Turkish
We additionally compare against two languages, Turkish and Chinese, which typically require segmentation in some form but exhibit different linguistic phenomena from our initially tested languages. These results can be seen in Table 4 . We find that our method to incrementally introduce vocabulary matches or exceeds the best sweep scores for both Chinese and Turkish. We note with these languages, the optimal segmentation granularity is different than with Czech and German, emphasizing the usefulness of an adaptive approach to segmentation. We note three trends in Table 4 : first, that all three incremental models meet or exceed the results of the best constant vocabulary experiments from our sweeps; second, that the optimal BPE granularity from our sweeps is both lower than for Czech and German as well as lower than the final vocabulary size from our incremental models; and third, the choice of initialization for newly introduced BPE embeddings is not as significant with these language pairs; Rand outperforms Avg and AE, though these are not significant differences.
For Chinese, we see a greater difference between segmentation granularities than previously observed. The Chinese character vocabulary is larger (4576) than for the other languages, causing the vocabulary with the same number of BPE operations to also be larger, e.g. 17,600 with 10k BPE operations, while word-based segmentation with jieba results in a vocabulary of 87,571. We see a significant performance dropoff with this language pair after 40k BPE, which may be due in part to the small size of the dataset used, as increasingly more vocabulary merges result in greater sparsity of training data examples. We note that our scores, while low, are in the expected range for these datasets and language pairs without data augmentation (e.g. through back-translation).
The optimized incremental models have a larger final vocabulary than the best sweep experiments for these two languages, which we note is the opposite of what we observed with Czech and German. This emphasizes that different languages and corpora may have different optimal segmentation granularity thresholds. That the incremental models introduce more vocabulary than the best constant vocabulary sweep experiments suggests that within one model, segmentations from different granularities can be optimal for different vocabulary items. We explore this further in Sect. 5.2 and note that this may motivate future investigation into alternate segmentation or merging schemes. By incrementally incorporating more vocabulary based on optimizer loss, our models are able to use vocabulary from different BPE segmentation granularities at different points in training, which we show removes the need for BPE hyperparameter sweeps across multiple unrelated language pairs.
Time comparison
We showed in the proceeding sections that our method for incremental vocabulary introduction is able to match the performance of the optimal BPE vocabulary from a sweep of this parameter. Here, we address the resulting time savings using this method. Our method reduces the number of experiments needed to tune this parameter to one, which leads to a greater reduction in time for larger data experiments and number of BPE operations explored. Table 5 shows the time taken for individual experiments on all our datasets (not including additional runs of the same experiments with different random seeds). We save up to 259 GPU hours on our larger datasets, or approximately 80%; the time saved scales linearly with the number of sweep experiments run.
Certain incremental runs take more time than individual static vocabulary experiments: this additional time comes not from manipulation of the embedding matrix, which adds negligible time ( < 1 min per increment even when initialized using an autoencoder), but rather because our method can allow certain models to train for more epochs without overfitting, as measured by held-out validation loss: e.g. for En-Tr, the best epoch for incremental experiments is 22, while the static vocabulary experiments is 18.
Incremental BPE analysis
We now use our IWSLT English-Czech models to evaluate additional impact from our incremental vocabulary introduction method on convergence (Sect. 5.1) and rare word translation (Sect. 5.2). We additionally analyze the way that our models use the changing embedding vocabularies over training in Sects. 5.3 and 5.4.
Impact on training and convergence
Here we explore how making incremental additions to the model's vocabulary online affects the training process to better understand our results.
First, we look at our loss when introducing new vocabulary with the incremental BPE models. We see the effects of adding new vocab on dev loss in Fig. 3 , which compares the incremental BPE systems to the best result from the IWSLT'16 English-Czech BPE sweep. Loss spikes at each incremental vocabulary introduction, but then continues to decrease, suggesting that the model learns to use the newly introduced vocabulary as it continues training. The initial gap in Fig. 3 is because losses are not directly comparable between different vocabulary sizes, and the incremental models begin training with 10k vocabulary as opposed to 20k. After adding new vocabulary, it is therefore expected that the curves do not drop to their previous lowest loss. Their final losses are similar to the best constant vocabulary experiment with the same vocabulary (Table 2) . As discussed with the incremental results, this figure also makes it clearer that Avg is more similar to Rand than AE. We also notice that the incremental BPE experiments optimize slightly faster. This may be because different segmentation granularities optimize at different rates. Comparing using the sweep experiments, we see that different BPE inventories peak at slightly different points in training. Looking at performance over training, we also find that smaller vocabularies (e.g. 10k, 20k) are less stable from epoch to epoch initially (15% greater standard deviation), but can reach higher BLEU than larger vocabs later in training as shown in Table 2 .
For our incremental experiments, Fig. 4 shows the same comparison across our incremental BPE models, with the sweep 20k as a direct comparison. Comparing the different incremental BPE initialization methods, the AE embedding initialization performs better than the Avg initialization, which is slightly worse than Rand. We see that Avg and Rand begin to plateau earlier in training but reach their best epochs later than AE, while AE reaches higher overall BLEU scores. This coincides with the overall trend we see across all four dataset conditions: the AE incremental BPE systems reach their best dev performance on average 2 epochs earlier than our other models (marked in Fig. 4 by ' ×') . AE also uses a smaller final vocabulary and requires fewer epochs to converge than Avg or random initialization, suggesting it is a more effective way to initialize the new embeddings. We also see that the 20k experiment is on average almost indistinguishable from the incremental Rand model's training trajectory, suggesting incremental training with strategic initialization benefits training and convergence.
Faster convergence may be because incremental training allows the system to initially train with more general vocabulary, each seen more frequently and so updated more times. When new vocabulary is introduced it is initialized from these embeddings, effectively 'pretraining' them. Rarer embeddings are essentially updated more times than they would be in a typical training procedure. The effects are felt in convergence time and performance on rare words, analyzed below. 
Rare word F1
To evaluate the impact of our incremental models on less frequent vocabulary, we look at rare words appearing {1,2,5}× in training, shown in Fig. 5 . We measure this through unigram F1, which we calculate as the harmonic mean of unigram precision and recall, as in Sennrich et al. (2016) . We see that the incremental BPE models are similar to each other and improve on rare word F1 over the constant 20k model for tokens appearing 5× . This improvement is likely due to our initialization strategies, which provide some 'pretraining.' For rare vocabulary introduced incrementally, instead of having few training examples, they benefit from their component subwords' training examples as well. For example, roda occurs only 4× but was introduced incrementally in the 20k inventory. It was created by merging ro and da, which occur 1718 and 2016 times, respectively. Because our initialization scheme makes use of the trained embeddings for ro and da to initialize roda, it receives the benefit of much higher data frequency. For vocabulary only appearing 1 or 2 times, results are inconsistent; this vocabulary may still not appear enough times for our method to provide additional benefit. The composition of rare words changes with incremental BPE; they are composed of subword units from different BPE vocabularies. Rare words are generated using on average ∼12% fewer subwords by epoch 15 with the incremental systems than the 20k sweep experiment. This may make this vocabulary easier to generate correctly.
Usage of vocabulary introduced online
Our results suggest the incremental BPE systems learn to generate the vocabulary introduced online. Looking at an example from the Czech data in Fig. 6 , we see the word Austrálii has been split into three subwords with 5k operations, two of which are merged into the new vocabulary term Austrá@@ with 10k operations. An incremental BPE system starting from 5k and later adding the 10k vocab is correctly able to generate this newly introduced term.
To quantify new vocabulary usage, we compute the F1 of newly introduced vocabulary at each increment. We compare the AE with two systems from the sweep: 20k BPE as the best sweep system, and 40k to include the full vocab used by the incremental system. We see that after new vocab is introduced, F1 quickly improves for those new subwords over the next 3-4 epochs. The incremental system reaches a higher F1 than the 20k system on words from the 10k and 20k Fig. 6 The Czech word 'Austrálii' is generating using three tokens with 5k BPE operations. After the 10k vocab is introduced, the model is immediately able to generate the new merged 'Austrá@@' embedding vocabularies. Compared to the 40k system, the incremental system decreases slightly (1-1.5 F1) in performance on subwords in the 10k set, but improves on the less frequent 20k, 30k, & 40k vocab by 3, 4, & 5 F1, respectively. This indicates the incremental system learns to generate introduced vocabulary comparably to the constant-vocab sweep experiments, and may even better predict less frequent vocabulary.
Use of embedding inventories over time
BPE incrementally merges subwords to form new vocabulary items. This means that some of the subwords from smaller BPE vocabularies may be subsumed by later merges, e.g. vocabulary items from 10k BPE operations may no longer be used with 20k or 30k. We investigate whether some embeddings become 'obsolete' during our incremental BPE training, or rather, are no longer generated for dev and test, and could potentially be removed from the embedding layer. To see if this is the case, we compare the vocabularies generated by our AE model for dev and test before and after additional vocabulary is added to see if they are no longer generated after this point. With the 10k inventory, dev+test has 5545 unique types. After moving to the 20k vocabulary, 26% of these are no longer generated. Similarly, when incrementing from 20 to 30k, 26% of the previous embeddings are no longer generated. In addition, we see that ∼50 % of the 'obsolete' subwords are also not present in the equivalent references for the next increment. For example, half of the subwords that are no longer generated after the 30k vocabulary is added are also not in the 30k BPE-ed reference. For the remaining half, this does not necessarily mean that certain words can no longer be generated correctly, but rather that they may use a different BPE inventory to do so, as we preliminarily explore below. We keep all embeddings added during training, but these numbers suggest some are no longer needed and could reasonably be dropped.
After incrementing, some subwords that have been subsumed by subsequent merges are nonetheless still generated by our model. For instance, after moving from the 10 to 20k vocabulary, 7% of the unique subwords generated by the system come from the 10k set and are not present in the 20k reference due to subsequent merges. Similarly, when moving from 20 to 30k, 12% of the unique subwords generated come from the 20k set but do not appear in the 30k reference. If training directly using a constant 20k or 30k BPE vocabulary, these subwords would not be present. However, with both options available, our network sometimes makes use of smaller subwords. This suggests different granularities may be optimal for different purposes, and allowing the network to combine them, as in Luong and Manning (2016) , may yield further improvements. Future work could look into what makes different granularities optimal at different times, and extending this method to segmentation schemes beyond BPE.
Related work
In addition to BPE, a large body of work has been dedicated to the task of segmenting words to reduce vocabulary sparsity. Some techniques have leveraged morphological analysis (Bojar 2007; Subotin 2011; Huck et al. 2017; Tamchyna et al. 2017; Passban et al. 2018 ). Other approaches have incorporated character-based models, either as a primary model or alongside a word or subword-based model, to handle rare and unknown words (Ling et al. 2015; Chung et al. 2016; Luong and Manning 2016) . Each of these methods introduces new complexity and challenges. Systems utilizing morphological inflection often require additional linguistic resources, while character-based models can be difficult to train and produce non-existent words (Neubig et al. 2012; Ataman et al. 2017) . As a result, BPE has become the de facto standard for segmentation and so is the focus of our work.
Our methods of expanding decoder and target side embedding layers are similar to previous techniques for dynamically modifying network capacity (Chen et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017) . Much of the previous work in this area has focused on adapting a previously trained network to new or significantly different tasks. Our work differs in two important ways. First, our emphasis is on optimizing the segmentation granularity of the input to improve translation performance for a particular task, as opposed to adapting the network to a new task. Concurrent to this work, Kudo (2018) also uses multiple segmentation granularities during training, but to introduce noise for robustness. Second, our system focuses on optimizing a hyperparameter through a single continuous training process, as opposed to multiple disconnected ones.
Conclusion
While BPE has become the standard subword approach for NMT, tuning the number of subword units is not standard practice due to the resource cost. We see here, however, that the granularity of subword units can depend on language and dataset, and the choice of this parameter has greater impact with more training data. We presented a novel method to tune subword granularity during a single training pass, without an expensive parameter search, by incrementally introducing new vocabulary online based on dev loss. Our method is able to match the best BLEU found with grid search, shown across two languages and dataset sizes. Further, by essentially 'pretraining' with smaller, more frequent subwords, our online training method improves the translation accuracy of rare words and leads to earlier convergence. In conclusion, our method reliably tunes subword granularity in a single training run, yielding the benefits of a sweep without the cost.
